We can all treasure something. Scars of yesterday taught us to give value for education. It is a provision for a better life, they say. Without knowing, learning is life itself. Hungry education system in our country is geared towards what majority craves for. Years ago, elementary school deals with first six years of obligatory schooling (grades 1-6) generally divided into three years of primary level and three years of intermediate stage. Secondary education consists of four levels. Change is consistent A new development in the Philippines’ educational system was carried out starting in 2011. The K to12 curriculum was sealed into law back in 2013, adding three years to the country’s basic educational program. K to12 curriculum guide requires all Filipino learners to have one year of preschool, six years of Grade school, four years of junior high and two years of senior high. It is not as fast as a lightning to embrace an odd thing but thunder roars will surely be the latter. The said matter provides ample time for mastery of concepts and skills, arise deep-rooted beginners, and prepare alumni for tertiary education, middle-level skills progress, service, and running a business with considerable initiative and risk. Adults graduating at age 18 or so will be more equipped to take on their next phase of hardships. All trials and tribulations will always be part of growing. On the other side, K to12 surely led to fluctuating rate of college enrolees. These two added years for schooling increase the drop-out rate. Basically, public or private education is steep for parents to send their children to center of learning. Some factors affecting to these involve the two main cancers of our motherland which is joblessness and poverty. In the end, quality of education matters the most. A strong educational foundation will help everyone to walk in a brighter path. It is not diamonds that is worth to keep forever. The
real pride and joy comes within. What’s yours to treasure is something that can’t be stolen, an enlightening experience. Let this be a reminder that the thread of life can be extended as we learn more. Likewise, same as a flower, it is a success for us to bloom, too.
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